
SELECTED REVIEW 
FERNANDO BELFIORE

A stronger “story”, without empty moments is brought by Fernando Belfiore. He is a perfor-
mance talent to be monitored. By Mirjian van der Linden / De Volkskrant 2011[You Must] 

Over signs that rejected stultifying logic, Belfiore made us enter a space of dream reverie, 
from the surrealist movement alluding to aesthetic fluoride film Liquid Sky (1982), Slava Tsuk-
erman, dragging us to a vertiginous plan, far from dull reasoned discourses, often in alleged 
intellectual precepts. It is presented in .whatdowefinallyshare. a limbo of different disciplines 
that characterised something freer and abdicated a synthetic label, limiter; finally, the work did 
not appear in exhibiting of a methodology, it was an exchange of excitation above all, which 
invites us to a ritual that causes change in our mental states. By Tales Frey / Performatus 
Magazine [whatdowefinallyshare.] 

It is strong how Belfiore in a bare room with minimal props, manages to create imaginative 
and intriguing scenes. The energy which the dancers diligently dive into the movements, is 
admirable. Karin van de Wiel / Theaterkrant [whatdowefinallyshare.] 

When the spectator enters the room the performance has already started, as Belfiore moves 
as in a trance between the people. […] Belfiore is wild, sometimes fragile, sometimes funny 
but most of all, he delivers a brilliant one-man show.  
By Olivia Kaiser / Die Rheinpfalz 2015 [Al13FB<3] 

With his provocative, sculptural images and loud house-music had bombarded his audiences. 
With a slightly ironic vanity the audience gets sucked into his universe. Chameleon Belfiore 
shows a sweltering forest of images, wherein present and past slowly seem to fuse.  
By Moss van den Broek / Theaterkrant 2014 [Al13FB<3] 

Reminiscent of Kubrick’s apes, Belfiore’s new world is once again thrown into conflict as its 
survivors search for meaning through the remnants that have survived. The statues, their hu-
man forms, become technology, and in his final monologue Belfiore’s survivors try to once 
again become human. AL13FB<3 is a performance of prophetic imagination; through it, 
Belfiore draws a history of the future to create an image of the present. 
By Tom O’Dea / Dublin Dance Festival 2016 [Al13FB<3] 

Fernando mechanically glitches, stutters and repeats, an abstraction that disrupts the commu-
nication into form itself. There’s a sensuality and equality between the forms and 
energies of objects and Fernando’s body. […] There’s a sense of being transported to a post-
human, post-digital cosmos, a place where the real and the virtual have leaked into each other, 
where the remains of any civilisation are just form, sound, light, glitter and the echoing of Sia’s 
Chandelier. By Phoebe Patey-Ferguson Blog / Fierce Festival 2015 [Al13FB<3] 

A magnificent performance full of laughter, tension and lightness, yet it sends me of into the 
world feeling saddened. It seems like the four women in D3US/X\M4CHIN4 by choreographer/
director Fernando Belfiore find themselves in the land of the endless possibilities. They can do 
everything. Wonderful. This is omnipotence. A fairy-tale. A dream. While moving like predators 
they crawl over the stage, seductive, superior, severe, sadistic, murderous. They seek intima-
cy, proximity. They really want to. Boundaries blur. They climb onto the tribune, squirming be-
tween the audience and kissing spectators. You can’t go nearer then this.  cultureelpeersbu-
reau.nl Maarten Baanders [D3US/X\M4CHIN4] 

Belfiore has crafted a kind of consumerist phantasmagoria, a crosssection of desire in the digi-
tal age. His dancers hold sincerity disdainfully at arm’s length, like some mythological beast 
who has outlasted her usefulness. Sebastian Kann, Writing Dance [D3US/X\M4CHIN4] 
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